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Abstract: We examined how custom color names are recognized, using three indices (i.e., the distance in color
space between a given standard color of Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS). Furthermore, a principal component
analysis revealed that two components, namely, “recognition” and “distance in color space” have 95.3%
explainability with respect to the familiarity of color names. This indicates that a color name that consists of one
basic color word is more recognizable than any other color and that the color names that consist of two basic
color words are more recognizable than those that do not consist of basic color words. We found the distance in
color space for color names that contain a basic color word (or words) to be significantly shorter than other color
names. This suggests that subjects were able to infer the position of a color in color space using its basic color
name(s) even if they did not know the color name.
.
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1. Introduction!
In daily life, various colors are used in various situations. In Japan, “color strategies” used for industrial products
such as automobiles and mobile phones, and learning for getting licenses of the color for teaching or job
increases the value of color.
A color name is used in the communication of color through language. The JIS Z 8102 “Names of non-luminous
object colors” provides two methods of such communication through language. !
Systematic color names comprise basic colors (e.g., red, yellow, green, blue, purple, etc.) and adjectives (e.g.,
light, vivid, etc.). Although this method is easy to use, there exists a specific color range and such colors are
difficult to reproduce more accurately.
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On the other hand, custom color names originate from plants, minerals, regions, etc. If the origin of a color is
known, it can be reproduced more accurately than a systematic color. However, if the origin is not known, the
color cannot be reproduced accurately.
There also exist cases in which even if a color name and its origin are known, accurate reproduction may not be
possible. For example, especially in plants, different petal colors, ripening conditions, or different types may lead
to misrecognition against the Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS) as a baseline. Number of Custom color names
were added to 269 in 2001. It is uncertain whether they are known well, used accurately, and communicated
accurately by everyone. Research has been conducted on the recognition of custom color names (Morita et al.
[3][4][5], Okamoto [6], Ishihara [8]).
However, different definitions were provided, and the color distance data was not used adequately. Based on past
research, we will define “familiarity of color name,” “imaginableness of color name,” and “color distance in CIE
L*a*b* Space” as indices for color recognition. Colors will be recognized by examining the interrelation among
the three indices. This research is conducted to reveal the relation among these indices and to quantify each color
recognition.!

Figure 1 Model of Color Recognition
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2. Method
2.1 Color Matching Task
Each subject was given the task of matching color names with the respective colors. Figure 2 shows a related
tool. Subjects read a custom color name written on a card and chose a color from 468 color chips. In case they
could not match a color with its name, they had to choose a color chip. The Kanyo-shoku chart
Chart) and PCCS 201-L
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(Custom Color

were used as color chips. Four hundred and sixty eight colors were attached on the

board. White fluorescent lights (FLR 40-S-W/M-x36, by Panasonic, Japan) were used as the source of light and
were adjusted at 500lx on the color chips.

Figure 2 Image of the Color Matching Task

2.2 Questionnaire
In addition to the color matching task, subjects had to answer a questionnaire that tested their knowledge of color
names. They had to answer two questions, namely, “Do you know this color name?” and “Can you imagine the
color from its name?” If the subjects answered “yes” to the first question, they also had to answer the
“Opportunity in Knowing color name.”
2.3 Subjects
Fifty-six Japanese college students participated in this test (30 men and 26 women in the age range of 19–28
years). Of all the subjects, 72.2% belonged to the design section; however, they had little opportunity to study
color names in detail.

3. Result
Table 1 shows the results of the average distance in color space “!E,” ratio of “familiarity,” ratio of
“imaginableness,” and the factorial score obtained from a principal component analysis for each color name. The
ratio of “familiarity” represents the ratio of subjects who answered “yes” to the question “Do you know this
color name?” and the ratio of “imaginableness” is the ratio of subjects who answered “yes” to the question “Can
you imagine a color from its name?”
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Table 1 Result of each color name
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3.1 Relation among the three indices
3.1.1 Relation between familiarity and imaginableness
Ishihara indicated the degree of “knowing” and “expressing” a color from its name in the questionnaire, but did
not indicate the relation between the two [8]. If the relation was indicated, this will be revealed, and different
tendency of the relation may be grasped by color name included basic color word of not. This relation was
shown in Figure 3. In the result, a strong correlation was shown between these two indices (r = 0.832, p <
0.0001). This implies that if the color name is known, there will be a tendency to imagine a color from its name.
Further, Figure 3 showed the difference in imaginableness when a basic color word is included and when it is not,
in a low degree of familiarity. Therefore, ANCOVA was held in less than 50% familiarity of the color name. In
the result, “color name that includes a basic color” was significantly lower than “color name that did not include
a basic color word” in the degree of imaginableness (Parallel test: F[1,71] = 0.026, p = 0.8735; Comparison:
F[1,72] = 34.450, p < 0.0001). This suggests that the existence of a basic color word in a color name is used as a
cue by subjects.

Figure 3 Relation between Familiarity & Imaginableness

3.1.2 Relation between familiarity and color distance
Past research has not clearly delved upon the relation between reproduction and familiarity. Therefore, we
showed this relation objectivity. This relation is shown in Figure 4. From this, a middle negative correlation was
shown (r = –0.422, p < 0.0001). Figure 4 showed the difference in familiarity when a basic color word was
included and when it was not, in low color distance. Therefore, ANCOVA was held same as in 3.1.1. In the
result, “color name that includes a basic color” was significantly lower than “color name that did not include a
basic color” in the degree of color distance (Parallel test: F[1,71] = 0.035, p = 0.8531; Comparison: F[1,72] =
30.628, p < 0.0001). This suggests that the existence of a basic color name helps in deciding the color even if the
color name is not known. As a result, color distance in a color name that included a basic color word was lower
than that without a basic color word.
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Figure 4 Relation between Familiarity & Color Distance

3.1.3 Relation between imaginableness and color distance
Similar to 3.1.2, the relation between the degree of imaginableness and color distance is shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5 shows a somewhat strong correlation between these two indices (r = –0.593, p < 0.0001). Further,
ANCOVA showed that the “color name that includes a basic color word” is lower than the “color name that did
not include a basic color word” in color distance (Parallel test: F[1,51] = 0.195, p = 0.6604; Comparison: F[1,52]
= 9.241, p = 0.0037). This suggests that the existence of a basic color word in a color name as a cue helps in
deciding the color despite low imaginableness.

Figure 5 Relation between Imaginableness & Color Distance
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3.2 Principle component analysis to acquire two new indices
Color recognition was delved upon in previous researches; however, each of them used only two indices, namely,
familiarity and imaginableness or color reproduction data. In section 3.1 in this research, we evaluated the
correlation among the three indices, and had a judgment of possibility in the quantitative evaluation of color
recognition using the principle component analysis with three indices.
3.2.1 Comparison between the color name that included a basic color word and that which did not
The result of the principle component analysis with correlation matrix is shown in Table 2. As a result, three
principle components were extracted. The first component had a 74.9% contribution value, and a combination of
the first and the second component had a 95.3% value.

Table 2 Relation between imaginableness & color distance

From eigenvectors in the first principle component, low color distance, knowing the color name, and
imaginableness from it increased the z1 value, and this is interpreted as the recognition index. From the second
principle component, all the three eigenvectors were positive, but resulted in the calculation of specific gravity in
eigenvector, i.e., 54.6% in color distance, 33.2% in familiarity, and 12.2% in imaginableness. Although it must
be considered that the specific gravity in familiarity was lower than that in color distance, the misrecognition
tendency is observed in the case of knowing the color name and large color distance; otherwise, component
score z2 tended to be negative in the case of not knowing the color name or not imagining from a color name,
but little color distance. Therefore, the second principle component is interpreted as the degree of distance in
color space. The principle component scores z1 and z2 calculated for each color name are placed on a coordinate
(Figure 6). The scores for each color are listed in Table 1 on page 4.
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Figure 6 Relation between Imaginableness & Color Distance

3.2.2 Comparison of principle score among three groups
To ascertain the difference in the degree of recognition or distance in color space between color names that
included a basic color word and those that did not, we conducted ANOVA. Figure 7 shows the result of z1 as the
degree of recognition using ANOVA. The group of basic color name was significantly higher than that of names
that included a basic color word and of names that did not (F[2,119] = 23.047, p < 0.0001). Further, Figure 8
shows the result of z2 as the degree of distance in color space using ANOVA. The group of color names that did
not include a basic color word was significantly higher than that of names that included a basic color word. From
this result, it is possible to interpret that imagining from color name can be accurate even if the color name is not
known. Based on these results and Figure 6, since the basic color names were positive on z1 as recognition, they
had a tendency to be better. Color names that include basic color names are negative on z2 with respect to the
degree of distance in color space and wide range distribution on z1. Thus, there was a possibility that colors were
chosen without the knowledge of their names. Color names that did not include a basic color word had a larger
range on z1 than those that included a basic color word; however, this may depend on the existence of a basic
color word.

Figure 7 z1 Comparison among Three Groups

Figure 8 z2 Comparison among Three Groups
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4. Summary
We conducted research on the relation among three indices, namely, familiarity, imaginableness, and color
distance, in order to calculate color recognition objectively. The results obtained are as follows.
1. A strong positive correlation was observed between familiarity and imaginableness in color names.
Imaginableness in color names that included a basic color was significantly higher than in those that did not
include one.
2. A middle negative correlation was observed between familiarity and color distance in the color matching task.
3. A somewhat negative correlation was observed between imaginableness and color distance.
4. Color distance in color names that included a basic color word was significantly lower than in those that did
not include in less than 50% familiarity or imaginableness.
5. From the principle component analysis, two principles were extracted (z1 as the degree of recognition; 74.9%,
z2 as the degree of distance in color space; 20.4%; the total was 95.3%).
6. In the principle score of z1 as the degree of recognition, the group of basic colors was higher than that of color
names that included and those that did not include a basic color word.
7. In the principle score of z2 as the degree of distance in color space, the group of color names that did not
include a basic color word was significantly higher than those that included a basic color word (significant
tendency from p = 0.0535 of Scheffe’s p-value). This implies that color names that included a basic color word
tended to be chosen from color names depending on the basic color word.
Since only college students participated in this research, there exists the possibility that the results will change
depending on generation, sex, profession, nationality, etc. Therefore, we need to increase the attribution of
subjects and compare them as well.
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1! Kanyo-Shoku (Custom Color) Chart (Japan Color Enterprise Co. Ltd.)
There are 269 custom color chips based on JIS Z 8102:2001 in this chart. In this test, 267 colors except “Kin (Gold)”and
“Gin (Silver)” were used in the experiment.
2! PCCS 201-L (Japan Color Research Enterprise Co. Ltd.)
! These charts are based on the Practical Color Co-ordinate System (PCCS) color system and consist of 201 colors. In this
test, all the colors are shown to subjects.
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